TAKE HOME YOUR
AUSTRALIAN TREASURE

Abrolhos Islands
loose pearls (certified)

ONCE UPON A TIME...

this sparked her imagination and an
explosion of jewellery designs evolved.
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THERE WAS A GIRL
WHO GREW A PEARL...

Direct
from our
Pearl Fa
rm

CONTACT US
Ph: +61 08 9964 6601

169 Marine Terrace, Geraldton
Email: info@latitudegallery.com.au

LATITUDEGALLERY.COM.AU

“We create jewellery that tells a
story... that’s the difference”
- Pia Boschetti - Pearl Farmer

The Latitude Gallery Story...

CREATING YOUR
JEWELLERY COMBINING
GEMS OF LAND AND SEA

Aerial view
of Pelsaert Island,
where the farm is
located near.

Pia Boschetti
While most women dream of wearing
pearls, Pia Boschetti, Founder of Latitude
Gallery is happy farming them in the remote
waters of the Abrolhos Islands 70km off the
coast of Geraldton, Western Australia, where the
Latitude Gallery story begins.
Born into a lobster-fishing family, Pia’s affinity with
the Abrolhos Islands is lifelong. She was the first
baby baptised in the Island church, was married
there and her daughter was baptised there.
In the 1990’s, the family discovered the incredible
quality and colours range of pearls that could be
produced in the crystal clear waters of these
Islands. In 1998 the pearl farm was established,
with Pia becoming known as ‘the girl who grows
the pearl’. From there, her gift for creativity grew
into innovative jewellery designs for her pearls
and other Gems.
While designing her Goddess range featuring
swirls and shapes of the sea, as well as blue/
green Aquamarines which are in history
given to sailors to keep them safe at sea,
Pia realised a desire for all her jewellery
to have significance, meaning and a story.
Pia calls this ‘the difference’ that sets her
jewellery apart from the rest.

Each gem has a meaning.
Each style represents a personality.
Each piece to be treasured for a lifetime.
In the true essence we deliver

Jewellery Defining Art.

YOUR GUIDE TO

PEARL SHAPES
ROUND

DROP

CIRCLE

BUTTON

A perfect spherical
shape is considered
to be the most
valuable shape.

Drop shapes are
usually symmetrical
pearls, either ovoid in
shape, or tear drop.

This unique shape is
a naturally occurring
phenomenon
characterised by
multiple circular
rings.

Resembling a round
pearl except this
pearl has a flat side
and a high dome.

BAROQUE

KESHI

MABE

An unsymmetrical
pearl that has uneven
wrinkled surfaces.

Keshi pearls do not
contain a nucleus and
therefore come in a
variety of thin
flake-like shapes.

A nuleaus glued to
the side of the shell
to create a half pearl.

